ACRM attendees are:

INTERESTED IN:

- The latest research and its impact on practice
- Advancing the field of rehabilitation
- Mentoring others / giving back
- Learning with others in a cooperative, inspiring environment
- Discovering innovative technologies and solutions
- Improving lives through interdisciplinary rehabilitation research
- Meeting top researchers and clinicians from around the world
- Networking, Networking, Networking!

5 REASONS YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS THIS EVENT

1. MAKE VALUABLE CONNECTIONS — There is no substitute for meeting in-person to share experiences, ideas, knowledge and know-how in the same space. The ACRM Conference brings all the puzzle pieces together (YOU & your like-minded peers) to create an inclusive and welcoming environment for essential interdisciplinary exchange.

2. STRENGTHEN YOUR SKILLS — The latest and greatest research is presented at ACRM. Whether you attend for one day, all six or any number in between, you can take away evidence-based knowledge you can put to work ASAP. Improve your care, improve efficiencies and bring back the latest science to your practice.

3. ADVANCE YOUR CAREER — NETWORK, NETWORK, NETWORK! Meet potential employers, collaborators, mentors and funders. Earn up to 48 Continuing Education Credits in your choice of 15 disciplines — more disciplines and more credits than any other conference in the world. Meet and greet members of the ACRM Board of Governors, engage with ACRM leaders, explore mentorship, career advancement, and service opportunities.

4. SHAPE THE FUTURE of REHABILITATION — ACRM is THE VOICE for rehabilitation research and it’s translation into clinical practice. With dozens of ACRM meetings, and 20 community groups there are plenty of places to pitch in and help advance the field. ACRM provides the opportunity to roll-up your sleeves, meet and connect, affect policy and IMPROVE LIVES.

5. MAKE LIFELONG FRIENDS — ACRM is the HOME for the best rehabilitation research and those who clamor for it. It’s easy to make and keep friends in this welcoming community.

ACRM attendees are:

» Administrators
» Bioengineers
» Biomechanists
» Caregivers
» Case Managers
» Clinical Epidemiologists
» Clinical Researchers
» Family of Patients
» Neurologists
» Neuropsychologists
» Occupational Therapists
» Physiatrists
» Physicians
» Psychologists
» Recreational Therapists
» Rehabilitation Nurses
» Rehabilitation/Academic Researchers
» Speech-Language Professionals
» Students, Residents and Fellows
» All members of the rehabilitation team